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1

Familiarisation

This section introduces you to the Ivo interface - that is, the various ways that Ivo will
communicate and interact with you.

Some of the concepts may be new to you, but don't be concerned at this point. The section
called Getting Started - Entering new data will give you more information on how you
actually go about doing the things that you, as an Advocate, will be most likely to do with
the system.

Ivo uses a 'web-style' interface that incorporates hyperlinks and a lot of white space. While
we endeavour to make the layout intuitive, and, as far as possible, reasonably selfexplanatory, there will always be a learning curve involved in coming to terms with a new
system.

However, we've invested a lot of time in managing to accommodate different approaches to
data entry, while still achieving consistent data input.

It's also important to remember that much of what you see in the system can be altered on
an organisational basis. For example, one organisation's "client advocacy" may be
another's "case management". Many of Ivo's textual labels and buttons can be renamed to
accommodate such differences. As a result, the pictures in this document may not exactly
mirror what you may see on your screen.
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1.1

Ivo controls

Ivo is designed to be user friendly, and one of the methods of achieving this is by utilising
consistent visual prompts which help you to recognise what on-screen controls do and how
they behave. The following describes the icons used in Ivo to designate certain control
types.

The application "ribbon" toolbar
The ribbon remains in view throughout the Ivo application, and incorporates two key areas
as indicated in the figure below:

· 'Tabs', which divide areas of functionality into logical groups, for example, the "Work" tab

and "Reporting" tab.

· Within each tab, buttons are grouped into sub-groups (e.g. the Dashboard button is

located in the "Common Functions" grouping). Note that this area of the ribbon provides
an indication of where you are currently working in the system, by way of the highlighted
button.
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Mandatory fields
In any robust information system which provides meaningful data reporting, some data
entry fields must be mandatory. However, Ivo aims to assist your workflow rather than
obstruct it, and as such, there are degrees of "mandatory" within the system.

Genuinely mandatory fields - those which must be completed before you can move on - are
indicated on-screen by a red asterisk in the control:

Fields which are mandatory for a client to be included in funding reports, but which are not
required right now, will be brought to your attention in the client details tab. Any records
for which these fields are incomplete, are classed as having "incomplete data", and will
need to be completed at some point in the future. However, you will still be able to move
on to another task without being forced to enter the information immediately.

Fields that must be filled in before reporting to your funder are coloured red, fields that are
non mandatory but highly desirable by the funder, are coloured orange and blue fields are
optional.
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Hyperlinks
Any text underlined in the application features 'hyperlink' functionality, which will open
another area to provide more information on the underlined text.

Date & time fields

Ivo uses 'intelligent' date and time fields consistently across the system.

Consider the date 22-Jul-2020. Any of the following entries would be accepted for this date
in a date field within Ivo:

"22/7/2020"; "22/7/20"

The common way the date would be entered

22/7

A handy shortcut in Ivo - if you omit the year, Ivo will assume
the current year.

"22-jul-20"; "22 july"

You can use the abbreviated or full month name

"22-7"; "22.7"; "22,7";
"22 July 2020" etc

Use can use slashes, spaces, dashes, fullstops, commas to
separate the parts of the date

Provided the format is date followed by month, and if specified, year, Ivo will be able to
determine the date. Regardless of the format you use to enter the date, Ivo will display
the date in the format "dd-mmm-yyyy" eg. "22-Jul-2020" - this ensures there is no
ambiguity regarding the date.
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Ivo has some other useful date shortcuts that can make your job much faster and easier:

"t" for today

In the date field, type the letter "t" and press the tab key on
your keyboard to enter today's date.

"y" for yesterday

Type the letter "y" and press the tab key to enter yesterday's
date.

"t-3" for 3 days ago

Type the letter "t" then "-" (minus) then "3" then the tab key
to enter the date from three days ago.
You can enter "t-" any number and Ivo will work out the date
that you mean.

Similarly, time fields behave intelligently too, for example -

Entering this...

Results in this....

2

2:00 PM (because Ivo knows it's unlikely that you're working at
2am)

2am, 2a

2:00 AM (because 'unlikely' doesn't mean 'impossible')

9

9:00 AM

9p

9:00 PM

15, 1500

3:00 PM

3:25, 3.25, 325

3:25 PM

Note that wherever you find a Duration field, you must specify both the Hours (even if that
is zero) and the minutes. When you enter a value into the minutes field, Ivo will autofill a
zero value into the hours field.
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1.2

The Dashboard screen

The Ivo Dashboard places commonly used information easily within your reach, and is the
first thing you see when you login to Ivo. The data you see here is particular to the
workload of the logged in Advocate. If that Advocate doesn't have any records in the
system yet, they'll be greeted with a fairly clean slate.

The default options are the Current Clients and Current Activities tables, as seen above.

When viewing the Current Clients or Current Activities, double-clicking a record will open it
on the Manage Clients screen. The Dashboard also features a print button at the far right
end of the toolbar, which is handy if you need to print a list of current clients or activities
for a planning meeting, for example.
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Other notifications
The Dashboard also provides notifications to you, for such things as 'x activities actioned by other staff' - when another staff member adds a file note to a
client you are managing (for example, if you were away sick or on leave)
'x activities transferred/assigned to you' - when an activity record (eg. advocacy issue,
education session etc) is either transferred to you, or assigned to you when created
'x recovered file notes' - Ivo automatically saves file notes as you type them. If
something goes wrong, such as losing power to your computer, then Ivo will
automatically recover the file note.
Notifications look like this -

When you click the "OK" button, the list of notifications will be displayed, and the first one
will be automatically selected. The details of the notification are displayed on the right-side
of the screen. Every notification has actions that can be taken, such as "Recover File Note",
or "I acknowledge I have read this" as shown above. You must take an action in order to
resolve the notification. Ivo will continue to notify you every time you login until each
notification is actioned.
When you click on the Recover File Note button at the bottom right hand side of the screen
it will open the file note you were working on, so you can continue entering details.
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1.3

Clipboard functions

Microsoft Windows has a built in 'clipboard' which allows you to move text, images, and files
from one location to another, which can save you time and effort when entering data in
Ivo.

You don't need to know how to use the clipboard to use Ivo, but this section has been
included simply because understanding the clipboard can have a very positive effect on
your efficiency when using all Windows applications (not just Ivo).

The clipboard is not something you usually see on a computer, it's just there all the time, in
the background. You can put things onto the clipboard either by copying or cutting.
Copying leaves the original in place and places a copy on the clipboard, whereas cutting
actually removes the item to the clipboard.

Consider this sentence. If I copy the "this" in the sentence, the following occurs:

If I cut "this", the following occurs:
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The clipboard is best thought of as only being able to hold one lot of cut or copy material at
a time. You can select multiple things and copy them to the clipboard successfully (if you
select them all and copy them all at once), but if you copy things one at a time, only the
last thing copied remains in the clipboard.

So if you cut or copy something, remember to paste it where you want it, before copying
something else.

The clipboard Cut, Copy, and Paste options are usually available by at least two methods:

1.

The mouse's right button menu.

2.

Shortcut keys.

To cut/copy using the mouse, select the text you want to put on the clipboard (highlight by
clicking the left mouse button and dragging, and then click on that highlighted text with
the right mouse button:

You can then select a cut or copy action from the resultant menu (which may be arranged
differently, depending on what software you are using:

Note that the Paste option is also available via this menu. To paste from the clipboard, just
put the cursor/mouse pointer where you want to paste, and select Paste from the mouse's
right click menu.
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The shortcut key method of interacting with the clipboard simply replaces the mouse's
right-click menu. So, to copy via shortcut keys, you select the text and then activate the
copy shortcut keys. The Windows default shortcut keys are as follows:

· To copy, use CTRL+C (i.e. hold down CTRL and tap C whilst CTRL is still held down)
· To cut, use CTRL+X
· To paste, use CTRL+V

Many software applications also have clipboard controls available in their toolbars:
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1.4

Help & Support

1024 endeavours to make help available for all important areas of the system over time,
but due to the continual enhancements made to the system, it is likely that documentation
for some areas will not be up-to-date with the current version of Ivo.

What's New!

The What's New! button opens a webpage describing recent changes to the software. It's
worth checking this out with each new version of the software, as while we may take some
time getting all the documentation up to date, we will list important changes here as a first
priority.

Whenever Ivo receives a significant update, the user is automatically taken to the What's
New when they click the OK button on the message below -
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Quick Help
Some areas of the application include on-screen text in the area in which you're working.
This is designed to give quick, brief instructions on important points, and on how to work
with that particular area of the screen. In many cases Quick Help provides you with all the
info you need to get you moving along - but if you get stuck, you can dig for more detail in
other areas of the help system.

'Online Support'
Ivo features an online help function.

You can click on the Support Home button on the toolbar which links to 1024's support
page in our website. You can view our Self Help Articles to find a solution to your questions.
If you can't find an article that answers your questions, then click on the New Support
Request button and you will be taken to the Online Support Request Form where you can
enter the details of your request.
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Manual
A traditional manual, in PDF format, is available from the 1024 website, and can be
accessed via the Help and Support tab, or view it as a web page by selecting the Online
option.
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1.5

Data entry concepts

Before we get into the nuts and bolts of how to enter data, it's important to understand
some key concepts about how Ivo handles your data:

· Ivo uses a single database. What that means for you is that if one of your colleagues

enters Joe Bloggs into the system today, and Joe Bloggs calls you in three month's time
with a different issue, his basic details will not need to be re-entered.

· Your data is critical and confidential. We always recommend that advocates use

password-protected logins. Passwords can be maintained in the My Preferences area of
the Help and Support tab.

· You should be aware that Ivo maintains an internal audit trail along with the data you

see. If a staff member edits or deletes a file note, for example, Ivo makes a record of that
fact: who did what, and when, as well as maintaining an archived copy of the original file
note itself.

· The central record type in Ivo is the 'entity' record. Entities encompass clients,

organisations, staff, service providers etc. However, the term entity is not always used
within Ivo - instead we refer to the main kinds of entities in the system, which are clients
and organisations.

· Activity records (such as Advocacy, Education Sessions, Waiting List and Inquiries) are

attached to entity records. File notes are attached to activity records.
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Note that contact details can also be recorded against activities, to cater for those activities
where a certain contact may only be applicable to one specific activity.

· Very broadly speaking, Ivo divides the management of data entry into two approaches:

creating new records, and managing existing records. So, for example, if you need to
open a new Advocacy record for John Smith (regardless of whether John is already on the
system or not), you'd do this through the Create New Item button. If you want to add
detail to that record, once it's already created, you'd do that through the Manage Clients
button.
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· Like all rules, there are exceptions (in this case, for the sake of convenience)... The

Notepad allows you to record 'freehand' text to use somewhere else later.
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Getting Started
2

Getting Started

Ivo has been specifically designed with the workflow of the advocacy process in mind, and
largely this means that Ivo operates on the assumption that for much of what you do there
simply is no set workflow. An Advocate's role is largely communication and mediation
between different parties, in many shapes and forms, which can have a large number of
outcomes and new issues, at any point in the process.

While you need to capture these activities for the purposes of reporting and trend analysis,
a system that tries to squeeze your workflow into a strict 'do this, now this, now this, and
finally this' approach before you can actually get back to dealing with your clients, is not
going to advance your effectiveness as an Advocate.

Ivo therefore gives you different ways of entering data, from that more 'regimented'
approach for the unusual occasion when you do actually have the luxury of entering all the
data the system needs, through to an almost 'freehand' approach which lets you get the
information you recognise as important into the system, so you can refer to it and/or
complete it later on.

Ivo has also been structured to flatten your learning curve. For example, once you've learnt
how to enter a new Advocacy record, you pretty much know how to enter Systemic
Advocacy, Education Sessions, and Waiting List records as well, because the on-screen
process is the same, and the on-screen layout has been kept as similar as possible.

This section will get you started with the key points you need to get your important records
into the system.
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2.1

Introduction to the Manage Clients screen

The Manage Clients screen is where you will spend most of your time in Ivo. From here you
can do everything you need to do for a client.

The Manage Clients screen is divided into two main sections. The panel to the left allows
you to select a specific client, whether that is a person or an organisation, from your
Current Clients list.

Additionally, at the top left corner of the navigation panel is a search box that can be used
to find any entity record in the system. Once a client has been selected in the left panel,
their details are available in the panel to the right.
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Ivo also searches all the other columns that you can see below; entity ID, client code,
D.O.B and also known as.

In the right hand panel, the following functions are available:
· Adding/Editing contacts & details
· Adding/Editing demographic data
· Specifying administrative alerts for a client
· Reviewing/creating/editing service history for the client
· Adding activity-specific contacts
· Completing statistics
· Printing client summaries and file notes.
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2.2

Creating activity records

This section provides an overview of how Advocacy records are entered into Ivo. Remember,
once you are familiar with how to add an Advocacy record, the process of entering other
record types will also be familiar to you.

It is important to note that your 'Create New Item' menu will likely be different from the
menu you're viewing here, as it can be customised for your organisation
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2.2.1

Step 1 - The Create New Item button

The Create New Item button is a central entry point to raising new records in the system.
The button acts as a drop-down list which allows you to select the type of record you would
like to create:

To create a new Advocacy record, choose the Client Advocacy Issue option. This will open
the New Client Advocacy Issue screen.
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2.2.2

Step 2 - The New Client Advocacy Issue screen

This is a "one-screen-captures-all" method of entering the required data for a record, and
uses a unique, unobtrusive 'wizard' for recalling/creating client s.

In the early stages of working with a client, you will often not have all the information
relating to either the client, or their issue. Therefore, at this stage, Ivo only requires a
minimum of mandatory data - such as a brief title, date, funding source etc. Depending on
the funding source selected, one or two additional fields of data may also be required.

The left side of this screen is devoted to locating the correct client for the issue. The right
side is devoted to the details of the issue.

When you start typing the client's name, Ivo performs an instant search based on your
every keystroke after the first two letters. If you type "Do", Ivo will offer you a choice of
clients who are already in the system:
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If you keep typing, so your entry says 'Don', the names with "Do" drop out of the
suggested matching names, leaving only those names that contain the letters "Don"
anywhere in the name:

If one of the displayed names is in fact the client you're creating the issue for, you would
just click on the name. For example, if your client was Donald Sutherland, clicking on his
name populates the "Person you are advocating on behalf of" field with the whole name:
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If, on the other hand your client is not in the system, Ivo will alert you to this by replacing
the suggested matches with some input fields in which you can enter the personal details
of your client. For example, if the client name 'Donald Bradman' is entered, as soon as the
'B' is entered, Ivo recognises that it has no matches, and instead, starts entering the name
as a new client record:

Note that Ivo will also assist you in the process by using the text you enter to automatically
split the data into the Given and Family Names fields:
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If there is already another client in Ivo with the same name, but you still need to create a
new record for a different person, you can check the "Create New Client" check box:

Remember that Ivo looks at all the records in the system when searching - so just because
you haven't worked with a person before, that doesn't mean they won't already be in the
system.

Once you have specified the client, you can move on to the details of the issue itself, and
hit the Save and Close button.
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On saving the record, Ivo redirects you to the Manage Clients screen where you can select
your new client and review, edit, and enter data. See the section on the Manage Clients
screen for more details on this area.

If you move to the Dashboard screen, you'll now see you have an additional record, which
you can recall if you wish, by double clicking on the client's name.

For the purposes of this introductory manual, you've learnt as much as you need to, to
create most new records. Systemic Advocacy, Education Sessions, Inquiries, Waiting List,
and General Activities records etc are all created in a similar way.

To add more data to the record as you continue working on the activity, see Step 3 - File
Notes

Also, see the calendar for information on how to enter activity data around a time and dateoriented view.
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2.3

Manage Clients screen

This screen is designed to be a one-stop-shop for managing your day-to-day work. As with
many functions in Ivo, there is often more than one way to manage your client data, but
this area is designed to place all client information within easy reach.

(Note that you can actually manage any entity from this screen, such as service providers,
contacts etc, not just clients).
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32

Client details tab

By default, the client details tab is the first view selected when you go to the Manage
Clients screen. It contains demographic data, contact information, and other important
information that you're likely to need to know 'up front'.

From here, you can quickly:
· Add/Edit client contacts & details
· Add/Edit demographic data
· Specify administrative alerts
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2.3.1.1

Adding/Editing demographic data

Important client details can be entered via the hyperlinks on the Client Details tab of the
Manage Clients screen:

Click the blue link for the field you wish to add detail to;

The Enter Value window will open for you to add the new value of the field to;

Click the Save and Close button and the new value will be added to the field.
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You can edit the client's name by clicking the client 's name hyperlink itself and selecting
Edit Name from the list, or by clicking the Edit Client button, which is available from the
Manage Clients or the Manage Activities screens.

Both these methods open the client record with the ability to edit the client's title, names,
'also known as' name, gender, and date of birth.
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2.3.1.2

Adding/Editing client contacts & details

Be mindful of the difference between 'contacts' and 'contact details'!
Ivo 'contacts' are other people who may need to be contacted in relation to a person you
are dealing with (e.g. next of kin, or a lawyer). 'Contact Details' refers to information such
as phone numbers and addresses.

So, a client will probably have their own contact details, but they may also have contacts,
who in turn each have their own, different, contact details. Ivo caters for both, and there is
no limit to the number and variety of contacts and contact details that can be recorded for a
client.

Ivo also allows you to record contacts and details for specific activities, rather than for the
client record. For example, for Donald Bradman you may like to record his carer's details as
well as his own contact information, and both these could logically be recorded against
Donald's main record.

However, one of your activities for Donald may involve, for example, a fellow respite
resident who is willing to corroborate Donald's story. This person could be entered as a
contact specific to the activity, rather than as a contact you want to be available from
Donald's entity record on an ongoing basis. Adding contacts to activities is described in the
section called activity-specific contacts (but the process is exactly as described here).

To add a new contact to a client's record, click on the "Add New Contact" link in the
Contacts and Details section of the Manage Clients screen.

The "Add new Contact for "[Client-name]" window will open to fill in the details. The
"Contact Name" and "Relationship" fields are mandatory, as indicated by the red asterisk.
The "Relationship Description" field is an optional text field which provides the ability to
further describe the relationship, or to add something more abstract such as "Do Not Call".
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As with any name field within Ivo, once you start typing the first letters of the name, a list
of existing records will be shown where you will find if your contact's name already exists in
the system.

Of course, if your contact doesn't already exist then Ivo will allow you to create a new entity
record as part of the process.
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Editing contact details
To edit the contact details for both the client and the contact of the client, click the "Edit
Contacts and Details" link.

This will open the Edit Contact Details window -

The Client and their Contacts are listed on the left-side of the screen. When this screen first
opens, Ivo automatically selects your client's name, so you can add more details for your
client immediately, which you do by clicking the various blue hyperlinks (eg. Address,
Phone Number etc), filling in the fields for each, and then clicking the "Save" button.
To add details to a contact, simply select the Contact's name from the panel on the left
(note the name displayed at the top-centre of the window changes to the contact's name),
and then use the blue hyperlinks to add the necessary item.
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If you need to add a contact for a current activity, click the activity listed under "Contacts
for Current Activities" to select it;

You can then add the contact details using the same processes as explained above.

You can also edit existing contact details by clicking on them in the left-side of the window.
Lastly, for any entity you can add as many Addresses, Phone Numbers, Emails etc, as
necessary.

When you are finished adding all the contact details you can, click on the Close button and
you're returned to the main client record screen.
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2.3.1.3

Specifying/Editing administrative alerts

Administrative or "Admin Alerts" are designed to give staff a prominent reminder of
important information. For example, a client may have a particularly complex or sensitive
guardianship arrangement, of which all staff dealing with the client should be made aware.
Such a case is catered for by the Record Admin Alerts function, and provides the
information up front:

Admin Alerts can be recorded via the client name hyperlink, or from the Options drop down
list on the Toolbar.

By using either method, the alert is entered via the Record a new Admin Alert screen.
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Any entity can have an Admin Alert, and you can record as many Admin Alerts as necessary
for any entity. To view existing alerts, click on the red Admin Alert! link next to the client 's
name to open the Admin Alert window. To edit an admin alert, double click on the message
in the Admin Alert window and it will open the editing window.
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2.3.2

Service history tab

This area gives you a quick overview of your organisation's interaction with the selected
client, but also allows you to dig deeper into the full detail if required.

The Service history tab is divided into two sections: the top lists the activities applicable to
the selected client, while the bottom lists the issue details, file notes and statistics
attached to the selected activity.

You can:
· View/edit activities
· Create activity-specific contacts
· Update activity status (e.g. close a record)
· View/edit file notes
· Enter/edit statistics
· Print client summaries
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2.3.2.1

View/Edit activities

The top panel of the Service history tab lists the activities recorded for the selected client.
By selecting a record in the list of activities, the bottom panel will be populated with data
applicable to that activity.

From the Details tab you can use the hyperlinks to add or edit data.
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2.3.2.2

Activity-specific contacts

As well as contacts that are applicable to a client, you may have contacts that are
applicable to just one activity for a client. For example, if a client has a fellow resident
approach you on their behalf as someone able to substantiate your client's claims, you may
like to enter that person as a contact, against the activity rather than against the client.

This can be achieved in the Details tab of the Service History tab, using the hyperlinks
provided for the issue:

The process for entering contacts against activities is exactly the same as described for
Adding/Editing client contacts & details.
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2.3.2.3

Update activity status

The Status field on the Details tab of the Manage Clients screen, is a key piece of data. By
changing an activity's status, you can keep track of what activities require further action.

When you first create an activity record, its status is 'Open', which ensures the activity will
be listed in your "Current activities" lists, and that the client in question will be listed in
your "Current clients" lists.

You can also optionally add a more detailed description of the status using the "click here to
describe the current status of the activity" hyperlink.

To change the status of an activity, click on the Status hyperlink, then select Close this
Record -

When you close an activity, you are effectively telling Ivo that you have done all that can be
done for this activity, and Ivo will check that all necessary statistical reporting items have
been completed for the activity. If not, you will need to complete all fields on the form in
order to completely close the record.
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All the mandatory details that must be filled in before the activity record can be closed are
displayed in the yellow box. You will be able to complete all the missing fields in the Close
Record window, complete all the statistics that are coloured red, as well as adding a file
note to the record which can be done by clicking the 'create at least 1 file note' link in the
yellow box.

(Note, the statistics that must be completed will not be displayed until the 'Date Activity
Ceased' value is provided).
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If you are unable to complete all the mandatory reporting items for an activity you can click
the 'Save and Close' button to save any changes you have made, however the activity
record will remain 'open' until you return to this screen and complete all mandatory
information. Once a record has been closed, it is moved from the list of open records to the
list of closed records.
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2.3.2.4

View/Edit file notes

To view file notes relating to a particular activity, click on the activity record and then the
File Notes tab -

In this example, the selected issue regarding "Financial abuse", has two file notes attached.
You may notice that the first file note is about requiring a residential access ramp. It seems
we've mistakenly attached this file note to the wrong activity.

There are two ways of correcting this mistake (and of making other such changes to file
notes).
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The first is to use the File note options hyperlink:

In the Transfer File Notes window, select the file note(s) you want to transfer. The client
that the file note currently belongs to will be automatically selected, but this can be
changed if necessary. Click on the activity to which you want it transferred (note that,
should it be necessary, there is also the option - via the hyperlink - to transfer the file note
to a new activity.
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The second method is to double-click the file note record you want to transfer, and then in
the edit file note window, use the 'Transfer to other activity' button:

You can also view all file notes across all activities in order to gain an overall picture of
client interaction. This is achieved in the All File Notes tab;
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There are also various options to provide different levels of detail in the file note lists. The
File Note Options hyperlink handles a variety of extra tasks. The View preview text option
toggles the file note view to include or hide the first few lines of the file note;

When looking through file notes there is a useful "Text Filter" tool to make it easier to find
what you're looking for. Type the text or word you are searching for in the Text Filter field
and Ivo will start searching through the file notes based on the letters typed in the field.
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2.3.2.5

Enter/Edit statistics

It's unlikely that your organisation will continue to receive funding if your funding bodies
can't ascertain that the funds that they're providing you with are making a positive
difference. 'Evidence-based planning' requires evidence, and if you can't provide it, you run
the very real risk of being under-funded or de-funded.

So, unfortunately, you have to do statistics. Yes, really. But don't worry, Ivo makes it as
easy as possible.

Note that stats are completely configurable on an organisation-by-organisation basis. So
while organisations which are funded by the same bodies will have lots of similarities
between their statistical items, an organisation is also able to customise their stats to
capture information that is meaningful and important to that organisation (rather than just
the funding bodies). So, in short, what you see here may not be what you see on your own
stats screen.

Click on the Stats tab -
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To complete the statistics, it's just a case of running down the list and choosing the
appropriate response. Once you have completed one of the questions in the view, you can
use your mouse's scroll wheel (if you have one) to scroll down the list of stats.

On the right side of the stats screen is the list of mandatory items that must be answered -

You can click on these to navigate to the particular item. Lastly, as you answer each stat
item it will be greyed out in this list.

If you have questions about the definitions of the statistical items, these are best answered
by your manager to ensure an organisation-wide approach to consistent reporting.

It is of course likely that you will only be able to answer all the statistics questions when
the activity is considered ready to be closed, so you can partially complete statistics and
they will be retained in that state for completion at a later date - these are considered
'records with incomplete data' and will be displayed on the Check Data screen as such.
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2.3.2.6

Printing client summaries

It's great having all your data in one central repository. But sometimes you still need a
hard copy! From within the Manage Clients screen it's a simple process to print a client
summary or file notes.

Note that you can only print file notes when you have actually selected some from the File
Notes tab.
Also see the section on The Dashboard Screen for information about printing a list of all
your current clients or activities.
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2.4

File Notes

Most activities involve more than what gets recorded when the activity is first created. You
usually need to enter extra data at a later date, such as what you've told a client, what
they've asked of you, a note of what services were delivered during Education Sessions, etc.

Once you're familiar with creating file notes via the client record, check out the calendar which provides a date and time oriented method of creating file notes.
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2.4.1

Creating a new file note for an existing Activity

You can create a new file note from either the 'Service History' or 'All File Notes' tab of the
Manage Clients screen. Select an existing activity from the list of activities, then select the
File note's tab and click on the New File Note hyperlink.

The New File Note window will open.
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If you add a file note via the All File Notes tab, you will need to tell Ivo which activity the
file note belongs to. This is done in the bottom half of the file note window.

You can attach electronic files to the file note in the 'Attachments' tab.
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Attached files are shown on the "Attachments" tab:
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2.5

The Calendar

The Calendar is simply another way of creating and viewing file notes. There is no difference
between a file note created via the Manage Clients screen and a file note created in the
Calendar - once again, the way you create and view these records is purely down to
personal preference.

If you link a file note in the Calendar to a particular Advocacy record, the file note will also
be visible from the Manage Clients screen (which provides a neat view of all the file notes
relating to a particular entity or activity record, whereas the Calendar shows all File notes in
a time period).

Similarly, file notes created elsewhere are viewable and editable from the Calendar.

This section describes how to create file notes in the Calendar.
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2.5.1

Creating file notes from the Calendar

Click the Calendar button on the toolbar to open the screen.

If you wanted to make a one hour meeting record from 10am to 11am on the morning of
Wednesday, May 25th, you would locate that date in the quick calendar view:

Click and drag the mouse to highlight the timeslot for which you want to create an entry,
and

then simply start typing the subject of the record. Ivo will capture your input as a new file
note for that timeslot.
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The New file note window appears - note that the Date, Time and Duration fields are
already completed according to the selection you made in the Calendar.

The top half of the screen is devoted to recording information about the file note itself,
while the bottom half of the screen is devoted to linking the file note to an activity record.

Note that the checkbox at the very bottom of the screen, as seen above in the red box,
determines whether the file note must be attached to an activity record or not. If this
checkbox is cleared, the lower half of the screen is removed from view allowing you to add
an "unlinked" entry to your calendar. This could be used to add your lunch hour, or a nonwork related event, for example.
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Once you save the new file note, it appears in the calendar view. Note that the subject of
the record, together with the issue to which it has been linked, appears in the view, and
other staff can view this information.

You can plan around the activities of other advocates by turning on their calendar view in
addition to your own:

To edit Calendar records, just double click on them! (Please note that you can't edit the file
notes of other staff).
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2.6

Check Data

The Check My Data function automatically runs at the beginning of each month, however
you can run it manually whenever you like.

Typically you will leave all the settings at their defaults, and click the Check Data button to
run it.
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Ivo checks all your data and then switches to the Results tab. You can click on the little
plus symbol to the left of the Activity result, then click a client record to display it on the
right side of the screen. The yellow box at the bottom left corner tells you everything Ivo
has found in relation to this record and you can do anything it highlights, from this screen.
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3

Support

This section takes you through the process of obtaining support for Ivo, for instance when
you need to report an issue such as an error, request assistance for how to use a function or
learn about more advanced features such as reporting or queries.

3.1

DIY support

If you're a DIY kind of person, you may be able to solve your own query just by referring to
the online Helpdesk.
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3.2

How to request support

If you need to request support for Ivo, please note the following general guidelines:

1. For larger organisations (and sometimes for smaller ones too) we recommend that one
person per organisation is the designated "go to" person for Ivo issues. Please be sure to
make an effort to identify and contact that person before contacting 1024 direct - this saves
everyone time.

2. Please make contact for support through the following avenues:
· Submitting a ticket which can be accessed via the 'Online Form' link or 'New Support

Request' button in the Help and Support tab in Ivo
· Email: support@1024.com.au - By sending an email to 1024 support, you will be sent an

auto-generated email that your request has been submitted and someone will be in
contact with you shortly.
· Phone: 1300 92 40 10 - By phoning us, you will be answered by a support person who

will assist you with your request.
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3. Please provide as much detail as possible!
"Please help, Ivo isn't working" tells us nothing about the nature of your problem and
makes it impossible to prioritise meaningfully. It makes the resolution much easier if you
can tell us things like:
· In what area of Ivo were you working?
· What exactly were you doing? E.g. "I clicked on the 'Gender' drop down arrow and picked

'female', then clicked 'Save and Close'"
· What happened? If you saw an error message, what was that message? Please see the

information below on taking a 'screen print'.
· Have you ever seen this problem before or has it only just started happening?
· Has anything else on your computer or network changed, to your knowledge?
· In addition to these kinds of questions, the designated Ivo support contact in your

organisation may also have some 'self-help' questions to run through.

Taking a screen print
Most keyboards on PCs have a 'Print Screen' button. It's usually (but not always) located in
the top row of keys, and the label is sometimes abbreviated to something like "PrtScr". It
may even be incorporated in one of your function keys (e.g. a key labelled F12). To take a
Screen Print, press the Control key (CTRL) and Print Screen key (PRTSCR) at the same
time, this will capture the screen and copy it to the Clipboard. To access the Clipboard,
press the Windows logo key + "V" key together and the clipboard will show up on the
bottom right corner of your screen.

It's worth finding your Print Screen key, as it can be very useful. Tapping it results in a
"screenshot" - a capture of the entire screen, rather like a photo of everything on your
screen at the time you used the Print Screen key. The capture is conveniently and
automatically stored on the clipboard, which you can then use to paste into an email or a
document (see the section on clipboard functions for more information on using the
clipboard).

Another useful screen capturing tool is Snipping Tool, a built-in Windows desktop app that
can be located in the Windows menu.

So, if you receive an error message in Ivo, or if something just doesn't look right, you can
very easily capture what you see by using the Print Screen keyboard button. It makes
reporting the error easier for you, and gives us vital information as well.
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3.3

Remote Support

Ivo features an inbuilt remote support tool which allows 1024 staff to access your computer
remotely to troubleshoot problems or provide demonstrations or training. Note, we are not
able to access your computer without your knowledge.

If you've never seen remote support in action before, you may find the experience a little
unsettling as you sit back and watch as an unseen person moves your mouse pointer
around the screen. However, this is a powerful tool, and if it's ever needed we will talk you
though the process.
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